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hello...
...and welcome to our latest edition of

Destinations
It’s never too early to start day dreaming about your next

camping trip. We all need something inspirational to keep

us going through the darker days until spring. And this

issue is crammed full of inspiration!

So don’t hold back - soak up the ideas and start planning right

now. Allow yourself to be seduced by evocative images and

conjure up carefree family holidays. Imagine yourself slipping

into the warm waters of the Med lapping the shore of that

inviting unspoilt bay. Savour the flavours of that intriguing

restaurant serving inspirational meals from farm to plate and

the accompanying aromas of the wines from grapes grown

just a few metres away. These are the inspirations which

ultimately form memories of unforgettable holidays.

Well you’ll find them all here, and many more besides.

Inspirational ideas for inspirational holidays at inspirational

campsites.

Allow yourself to be inspired with Alan Rogers.
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Introduction

Destinations Editorial
Alan Rogers Guides & Travel, Spelmonden Old Oast, Goudhurst, Kent TN17 1HE
01580 214000  alanrogers.com  destinations@alanrogers.com
© Alan Rogers Travel Ltd. All rights reserved

Enjoy!
Russell - Editor

Contributors

John Wickersham
1942 - 2015 

This is the first issue of Destinations

not to feature a contribution from

John, who sadly passed away in

December. The magazine, and the

world of caravanning, is the poorer

for it. He was a passionate motorhome

owner, technical whizz, sportsman,

unicyclist, lecturer, TV presenter and

author. His upbeat, cheery demeanor,

zest for life and refreshing irreverence

will be sorely missed.

Paul Effenberg 

Based in Kent, Paul is our Graphic

Designer who combines creative

editorial and imagery to produce

the look of Destinations.

Rod Wheat 

With 30 years experience, Rod is

perhaps the UK’s foremost expert

on continental campsites. He has

travelled countless miles and visited

innumerable campsites in his

unending quest for quality.
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beach
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holiday allure of a beach...
and why its popularity has

been so enduring
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          gems along the Normandy coastline
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Rivers of France
Discover the importance of France’s
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And the winner is... 

Take a look at the winners of the
2015 Alan Rogers Campsite Awards
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...and
breathe...
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Messanges, Atlantic coast, France
© Thomas Lambelin
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winner is...
Each January, at the prestigious Vakantiebeurs in Utrecht, we

announce the winners of the Alan Rogers Campsite Awards

before an invited audience of Europe’s camping and

caravanning fraternity and related media.
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The Alan Rogers Campsite Awards

And the
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The Alan Rogers
Campsite Awards – 2015
Presented at the Vakantiebeurs, Utrecht,
13 January 2016

For more than 40 years, Alan Rogers has been

producing the most authoritative independent campsite

guides on the market, providing consumers with a level

of detail and quality assessment unparalleled by other

brands. The Alan Rogers awards are a celebration of

the achievements of the campsites we recommend,

highlighting their endeavour and recognising

their excellence.

The Alan Rogers Awards are designed to reflect the

variety and values conveyed in our guides and on our

website. Candidates from over 3,000 sites and holiday

parks across Europe and the UK are considered, with

input from our dedicated assessors, our head office

team and, of course, our readers. 

Needless to say, it was an extremely difficult task

choosing the winners. The awards cover ten categories,

and each identifies an overall winner and two highly

commended runners up that have shown remarkable

quality during 2015. Find out more about the awards at

alanrogers.com/awards
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  Winner
  Le Domaine du Logis (FR35080)
  France

  A warm welcome is guaranteed at this excellent
  Breton campsite. The friendly multi lingual owners 
  achieve a very pleasant ambience for the full duration 
  of the season and achieve exceptionally high 
  satisfaction ratings from all their guests.

  Runners up
  Camping Cabopino (ES88020)
  Spain

  A friendly and popular site, located close to an 
  attractive beach in southern Spain. There is a friendly 
  atmosphere here and an excellent range of amenities 
  for all the family, and a special children’s birthday
  party service.

  Veluwe Camping de Pampel (NL5840)
  Netherlands

  This friendly forest site guarantees to welcome you 
  with a smile. De Pampel has something for everyone 
  and an outstanding range of facilities for children.
  There are wonderful, imaginative features in
  children’s wash block.

Alan Rogers Welcome Award
This award takes account of sites offering a particularly
friendly welcome and maintaining a friendly ambience
throughout reader’s holidays. 

The Alan Rogers Campsite Awards

Recognising

excellence
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Alan Rogers Progress Award
This award reflects the hard work and commitment
undertaken by particular site owners to improve and
upgrade their site. Candidates for this award may be
existing sites which have undergone a far reaching
improvement programme, or possibly may be sites
which have passed into new ownership and benefited
from substantial investment in terms of time and money.

  Winner
  Camping Resort Sanguli Salou (ES84800)
  Spain

  Since its creation in 1972, this large, pioneering family 
  site has invested every year to offer more for its guests.
  For the 2015 season, amongst its many improvements 
  the site added new sports facilities and a superb new 
  children’s play area.

  Runners up
  Sites et Paysages Le Moulin (FR31000)
  France

  A delightful  site which has been developed around a 
  17th century water mill, this is a great destination for 
  families and couples. There is a consistent programme 
  of investment and innovation, with the introduction of 
  an excellent new swimming pool complex.

  The Orchards Holiday Caravan and Camping Park 
  (UK2450) England

  This excellent family run campsite on the Isle of Wight 
  has a rolling programme of investment and improvement.
  This includes an admirable commitment to conservation
  and sustainability, with a range of energy saving initiatives
  including a state-of-the-art biomass heating system.
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  Winner
  Sportcamp Woferlgut (AU0180
  Austria

  Located in the Hohe Tauern National Park, Woferlgut
  is one of Austria’s best campsites. There is a great 
  wealth of activities to suit visitors of all ages, including 
  a swimming pool, fitness centre and a rope course.
  In winter, this is a great base for a winter sports holiday.

  Runners up
  Camping Wulfener Hals (DE30030)
  Germany

  This is a top-class year round site in northern Germany,
  and a great base from which to enjoy a variety of 
  sports. From sailing and windsurfing to golf, riding and 
  archery, there’s always plenty to do during a stay here.

  Camping Seiser Alm (IT62040)
  Italy

  This fine site has a magnificent setting in the Südtirol 
  region of the Dolomites. There are excellent facilities 
  for active visitors including a new swimming pool and 
  adjacent golf course, and it’s a great base for every 
  kind of mountain sport, summer and winter.

  Winner
  Camping Bois Soleil (FR17010)
  France

  This excellent family site has direct access to a superb 
  sandy beach, and is a perfect choice for a seaside 
  holiday. On site, there is a first rate range of amenities 
  including a fine swimming pool, and a great range of 
  activities for all the family.

  Runners up
  Kennemer Duincamping de Lakens (NL6870)
  Netherlands

  This attractive campsite is located in the sand dunes 
  beside a fine stretch of fine sand. A great spot to watch
  the sun set over the North Sea, and a good base to try 
  water sports such as kitesurfing or kayaking.

  Zaton Holiday Resort (CR6782)
  Croatia

  This is a great site with its own 2km sandy beach. 
  Zaton has everything you need for a wonderful seaside
  holiday, including a number of restaurants and bars. 
  The vast range of amenities ensures that there’s 
  always something to do!
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Alan Rogers Active Holiday Award
This award reflects sites in outstanding locations which
are ideally suited for active holidays, notably walking or
cycling, but which could extend to include such activities
as winter sports and water sports. 

Alan Rogers Seaside Award
This award is made for sites which we feel are
particularly suitable for a really excellent seaside holiday.

  Winner
  Park Grubhof (AU0265)
  Austria

  This exceptional campsite on the banks of the
  River Saalach is surrounded by spectacular mountain 
  scenery. Open for most of the year, it is an ideal escape 
  enabling guests to connect with nature while enjoying 
  excellent facilities, including deluxe spa facilities.

  Runners up
  Camping Les Peupliers (FR12160)
  France

  This friendly site can be found at the entrance to
  the spectacular Tarn gorges, and is a great base
  from which to explore this dramatic region. Visitors
  can admire the breathtaking scenery on foot, by bike
  or by canoe, and may even spot vultures overhead
  or beavers playing on the river banks.

  Röstånga Camping & Bad (SW2630)
  Sweden

  A wonderful scenic campsite on the edge of the 
  Söderåsen National park. There are woods to explore  
  and accompanied nature walks into the park. This is
  a great choice for those seeking an active outdoor 
  holiday, with some excellent on-site facilities. 

Alan Rogers Country Award
This award contrasts with our former award and
acknowledges sites which are attractively located in
pleasant, rural locations.
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  Winner
  Camping Tenuta Squaneto (IT64045)
  Italy

  This lovely campsite is located deep in the Piedmont 
  countryside. It’s natural camping combined with 
  brilliant facilities. Pitches have wonderful views and
  this is a great place to be in complete harmony with 
  nature, and to enjoy the very best this delightful
  region has to offer.

  Runners up
  Camping Les Etangs du Moulin (FR02020)
  France

  Les Etangs du Moulin is a unique, small and friendly 
  site, which has been transformed into a Wild West 
  village! Rentable accommodation is provided in 
  teepees and wagons, and the site restaurant is
  a western style saloon bar. The whole experience
  is great fun for all the family.

  Camping Am Möslepark (DE34380)
  Germany

  This high quality site is ideally located for visiting the 
  attractive city of Freiburg, and also the Black Forest.  
  Superbly maintained, a warm welcome is guaranteed, 
  and an impressive range of amenities is on offer, 
  including an excellent restaurant. 

  Winner
  Camping Union Lido Vacanze  (IT60200)
  Italy

  This outstanding, large site has recently celebrated
  its 60th anniversary and every year demonstrates great 
  innovation and imagination. Amongst the many new 
  features for 2015, Union Lido introduced its Dog Camp 
  with every possible comfort for canine campers, and 
  their owners. 

  Runners up
  Castel Camping Le Ty Nadan (FR24350)
  France

  This delightful campsite in the Breton countryside
  has a great track record of innovation and creativity. 
  They have recently introduced all terrain Segway tours,
  and are also home to Brittany’s longest zip wire.
  In 2015 they introduced an innovative system enabling 
  campers to reserve their chosen activities 15 days 
  before arrival on site.

  RCN Camping Le Moulin de la Pique (FR24350)
  France

  This high quality campsite in the Dordogne has 
  recently received the European Ecolabel quality 
  standard for its recently installed, cutting edge 
  environmentally friendly water purification technology, 
  unique in France, along with extensive use of green 
  energy and water-saving methods.

Alan Rogers Small Campsite Award
This award acknowledges top quality small campsites
(less than 75 pitches) which offer a friendly welcome
and first class amenities throughout the season.

Alan Rogers Innovation Award
This award acknowledges campsites with outstanding
creative and original concepts, possibly with features
which are unique, and simply cannot be found elsewhere.

The Alan Rogers Campsite Awards
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Alan Rogers Family Site Award
Many sites claim to be family friendly but this award
acknowledges the sites we feel to be the very best
in this respect. 

  Winner
  Camping Las Dunas (ES80400)
  Spain

  Las Dunas is a very large and well organised site, with 
  a vast range of amenities. For 2015, a magnificent new 
  swimming pool complex was added. There is direct 
  access to a superb sandy beach and free, high quality 
  entertainment. Las Dunas caters wonderfully for all 
  ages and preferences.

  Runners up
  Hillhead Caravan Club Site (UK0845) 
  England

  This is a first rate site, beautifully located in 22 acres
  of Devon countryside. Everything is maintained to a 
  uniformly high standard. For children, there is an 
  outstanding play area, and imaginative activity 
  programme. There is also a strong commitment to 
  sound environmental practice.

  Europacamping Nommerlayen (LU7620)
  Netherlands

  Nommerlayen is a top quality site in Luxembourg and 
  caters extremely well for all families. There is a 
  wonderful range of activities for all ages, and an 
  imaginative entertainment programme. There are age-
  appropriate play areas, as well as a superb swimming 
  pool complex, with indoor and outdoor areas.

Alan Rogers Readers’ Award
Alan Rogers readers are invited to nominate their
favourite campsite by means of an on-line poll at
www.alanrogers.com

  Winner
  Camping le Coin Tranquille (FR38010)
  France

  This is a delightful, friendly site and offers a warm 
  welcome and a tranquil location. Its popularity among 
  our readers is thanks to the high quality of its facilities, 
  including an outstanding restaurant, the very friendly 
  staff and the innovative variety of activities that are 
  available onsite and nearby.
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The Normandy beaches of
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  D–Day in Numbers
⁃  156,000 Allied troops landed on the 1st day
⁃  62,000 British, 73,000 American and 21,400 Canadian

⁃  11,950 aircraft   
⁃  Over 6,900 naval vessels 
⁃  4,413 Allied troops died on the 1st day
⁃  German losses are estimated between 4,000 and 9,000
    (no official record exists)

⁃  Within 5 days, over 326,000 Allied troops had landed
    with 105,000 tons of supplies

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 15
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Normandy Beaches
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Operation Neptune
6th June 1944 or D-Day saw the largest seaborne
invasion in history – and marked the beginning of the
Allied campaign to wrest occupied Europe from Nazi
control.  

The beaches of Normandy’s Cotentin peninsula were
chosen for their proximity to the UK, and the relative ease
therefore of maintaining supply lines. There was also a
much smaller concentration of German forces than further
north in Picardy and the Pas de Calais. 

Meticulous planning preceded the invasion, and included
a number of decoy activities designed to draw focus away
from the real invasion. These decoys proved successful
to a large extent, notably Operation Bodyguard, which
resulted in the reinforcement of German forces in the
Pas de Calais region. The Normandy landings took the
Germans largely by surprise. 

D-Day was originally planned for 5th June but was
dependent on favourable weather. The Allies had hoped
for a full moon, a low tide and gentle winds. In the event,
the weather on 5th June was very poor – stormy
conditions at sea, and low cloud which would have
severely restricted parachute activities. The invasion
was therefore delayed until the following day, 6th June,
to take advantage of a significant improvement in weather
condition. Had this date been missed, then the next
opportunity would not have arisen until 14 days later!

The landings were preceded by massive aerial and
naval bombardment, including hundreds of paratroopers.
Then, from midnight, the first of the troops began to land.

The target stretch of the Normandy coast was divided
for operational purposes into 5 zones Utah, Omaha, Gold,
Juno and Sword. The names were simply chosen for their
clarity and avoidance of any possible confusion, and are
still largely in use today. The Allied troops landed under
heavy fire; at its most intense at Omaha Beach, largely
as a result of its high cliffs. 

Little by little, the German forces were pushed back
and, by the close of the first day, Juno and Gold
beaches were linked, and Allied troops began to liberate
Normandy’s towns and cities, and the painstaking route
to Paris, culminating with the capital’s liberation on
25th August 1944. 

Nowadays, numerous monuments and museums bear
testimony to the momentous events which began on
D-Day. Amongst the most poignant cemeteries are the
British cemeteries at Bayeux and Ranville, the vast
American cemetery at Colleville-sur-Mer, and the
German cemetery at La Cambe. 
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D-day snapshots
Caen Memorial
The Mémorial de Caen is a major, state-of-the-art museum,
opened on 6h June 1988 (44th anniversary of D-Day) by
President François Mitterand.  The primary focus of the
museum is the 2nd World War, but a series of magnificent
peace gardens have been added, along with a special
gallery devoted to the winners of the Nobel Peace Prize.
The Mémorial is now one of the most visited sites in
Normandy with over 630,000 visitors annually.      

Pegasus Bridge
Pegasus Bridge is a bascule bridge located on the
Caen canal, between Caen and the port of Ouistreham.
The bridge, along with its neighbour, Ranville Bridge, was
the first site to be liberated in Normandy, in the opening
minutes of D-Day.  Known at the time as Bénouville Bridge,
it was renamed Pegasus Bridge in honour of the liberating
airborne British troops. Pegasus, the winged horse, was
the emblem worn on their sleeves. The original bridge
was replaced in 1994, and is still on display in the
nearby museum.

Café Gondrée
To this day, Café Gondrée is a welcoming, old fashioned
café, located adjacent to Pegasus Bridge. It has become
renowned as one of the first houses to be liberated in the
June 1944 campaign. British troops received a very warm
welcome and legend has it that a good number of bottles
of fine champagne, buried for safekeeping, were dug up
and shared amongst the troops. The café’s current owner,
Arlette Gondrée, was 4 years old at the time of the invasion
but is still delighted to share reminiscences with any visitor.
A particularly warm welcome is reserved for the many
veterans of the invasion who have visited over the years.

Mulberry Harbour
Just 3 days after D-Day, British and American forces
had assembled a vast temporary harbour at Arromanches,
north-east of Bayeux. Named Mulberry Harbour, it was
needed to unload much of the heaviest Allied cargo,
and has become one of the most enduring symbols
of the invasion. 

Nowadays, Arromanches has reverted to its former status
as a sleepy Norman village, but the remains of the vast
concrete caissons are still present and bear witness to
the vast scale of the invasion.

Bayeux British cemetery
The Bayeux war cemetery is the largest Second World War
British cemetery in France with the graves of 4,648 fallen
soldiers. Opposite the cemetery, the Bayeux Memorial
acknowledges the 1,800 commonwealth soldiers with
no known grave. The cemetery grounds have been given
in perpetuity to the United Kingdom, and are beautifully
maintained by the Commonwealth War Graves Commission. 
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Normandy Beaches
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  Normandy – Off the Beaten Track
⁃  Le Bec Hellouin, located mid-way between Rouen 

    and Lisieux, is officially one of the most beautiful 

    villages of France.  It is a typical, picture postcard 

    Normandy village with crumbling half-timbered

    houses with flower bedecked balconies. 

⁃  Etretat is best known for its vast chalk cliffs, 
    memorably painted by Claude Monet. The cliffs 

    dramatically dominate the pretty seaside town and 

    erosion has created a number of vast arches and the 

    77m Aiguille rock. There are some world-class clifftop 

    walks which can be reached by scaling steep paths 

    (including the long distance GR21).

⁃  Jerusalem War Cemetery. This is Normandy’s 

    smallest war cemetery, with just 48 graves, 47 of 

    which are British (and one Czech) – a wonderfully 

    tranquil spot.

⁃  The Château du Champ de Bataille. This marvellous 

    baroque palace, located north of Evreux, was built by 

    Alexandre de Crequi in the 17th century. Its 75 acre 

    grounds include some fabulous formal gardens.
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Set rurally, close to a pleasant little
village, this restful little site is centred
around a large stone farmhouse and
lies within easy reach of the historic
town of Bayeux, the D-Day beaches
and the interesting fishing port of
Port-en-Bessin. There’s much of
interest, from Mulberry Harbour to

moving cemeteries like Colleville-sur-Mer.   

Château La Reine Mathilde
Bayeux, Normandy
Tel +33 231 21 76 55  www.camping-normandie-rm.fr

    B
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eaches Want independent
campsite reviews
at your fingertips?
You’ll find them here...

With over 8,000 campsites listed

and 4,000 in-depth reviews at

alanrogers.com
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etting the most

Camping Cheque was the pioneer of discounted off peak

touring. Launched back in 1999, it is now sold across

Europe, with over 650 sites accepting Camping Cheques in

2016, and just under 2 million cheques used per annum.   

from off peak touringG
Camping Cheque is a fixed price scheme. Each

cheque buys you a pitch for 2 people (electricity included)
– usually in the low season, although over 100 sites
accept Camping Cheques right through the peak season
too. Cheques are priced at £14.95 each, with no increase
in price this year! There’s usually no need to book –
participating sites guarantee availability. What’s more -
these are guaranteed savings – at least 10% cheaper
than the site’s ‘public’ tariff, and usually much more.

Traditional ‘paper’ cheques are a great way to start.
But you can trade up to silver or gold cards – with the
benefit of added security, and greater ease of use.         

All Camping Cheque sites have great facilities, most of
which are open throughout the season. The programme
includes lively, well equipped sites with aqua parks and
plenty of on-site entertainment. But there are also plenty
of smaller, tranquil sites tucked away in stunning rural
locations. Whatever kind of site you prefer, you’re sure to
find plenty of great choices with Camping Cheque.   

There’s no minimum stay requirement. Stay as long as
you like, where you like! But there are benefits for longer
stays. For example, on many sites, stay 7 nights and pay
with just 6 cheques – that’s less than £13 per night!
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TOP10
Reasons to use Camping Cheques
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For more information
and a FREE 2016 map call

01342 336621
To order a 2016 directory

www.campingcheque.co.uk

You don’t need to book.
This is a ‘go-as-you-please’ concept and there’s
no need to book. There are a small number of sites,
particularly those in very popular areas, where we
do recommend booking – and these sites are clearly
indicated in the Camping Cheque directory. 

01
You can use your cheques in high season 
Camping Cheque is best known as a low season
promotion but you can also use your cheques throughout
the high season at over 100 sites.

03
Have a night on us!
Thanks to Camping Cheque’s Holiday Reward Scheme,
you will receive a FREE cheque for every 25 cheques you
use (silver and gold cards only). The free cheque will be
automatically be added to your card.  

05
Free nights!    
Although Camping Cheque is always a great deal –
many sites offer extra value! Stay 7 nights and pay for 6.
Or if you can spend an extended break in Spain – some
sites even offer 60 = 30!  

07
Dogs included!
Over 90% of Camping Cheques accept dogs – and
one dog is included FREE of charge when paying
with Camping Cheques! 

09

Camping Cheque Quality Charter
Unlike its imitators, Camping Cheque sites adhere to a
strict quality charter, guaranteeing high standards across
the entire site network. These criteria include pitch quality,
the availability of services and, of course, a guaranteed
warm welcome!  

02
You can use your cheques in the UK 
There are 12 great sites in the UK included in the scheme.
Even if you usually use your cheques on the continent,
why not ‘use up’ any remaining cheques
at one of these sites?

04
Specially designed itineraries
Camping Cheque have put together over 80 circuits
enabling you to see some of Europe’s most appealing
sights – whilst based at Camping Cheque campsites.
Or why not share your own itinerary with other members
of the Camping Cheque community?

06
Trade up to gold!
We have recently reduced the cost of the Camping
Cheque Gold Card – now just £20 for 3 years! And here
are some of the benefits – FREE site directories, FREE
subscription to Camping Cheque’s 3 Seasons magazine,
special site discounts and much more!

08
Top Camping
All Camping Cheque users are invited to vote for their
favourite site. The results are carefully collated and the top
scoring sites are listed at www.campingcheque.co.uk. 

10
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Huttopia|Camping indigo

(advertisement feature)
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The Rivers 

of France
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Think of Europe’s great rivers and you’ll be sure to include the
Seine, the Loire and the Rhône.  Home to some of Europe’s

greatest rivers, there’s something particularly captivating about
the rivers of France. There’s a great drama about some of them
– the magnificent château at Chenonceaux spanning the Cher,
the deep gorges of the Verdon, creating Europe’s version of the

Grand Canyon, or the bustling banks of the Seine running
through the heart of Paris – all are unforgettable.

Many of France’s best campsites are located along river banks; more often than not these rivers
are smaller, and less well known – but are ideal for the simple pleasures of safely splashing

around on a hot day, or maybe embarking on a family canoeing trip. 
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Rivers have shaped France. Much of its history is
inextricably linked with its rivers. The great castles of
Castelnaud and Beynac, for example, are powerful
symbols of the Hundred Years War, facing each other
across the Dordogne. The English held Castelnaud,
whilst the French took up residence in Beynac – and a
stand-off ensued which lasted, well, for a long, long time!

Although less showy than the Dordogne, the Lot is
undeniably a major river, flowing from the Cévennes
through to the Garonne, a distance of over 480km.
The Lot’s most scenic section passes through the
delightful village of St Cirq Lapopie (officially, one of
‘les plus beaux villages de la France’), perched on
a steep cliff 100m above the river. St Cirq is also a
staging post on the classic pilgrim’s route to Santiago
de Compostela. From St Cirq the pilgrims (and the river)
continue westward through vineyards, to the medieval
town of Cahors, passing below its imposing Pont
Valentré before entering the town. 

The Loire is France’s longest river, rising in the
Ardèche, and finally meeting the sea at St. Nazaire
(Loire Atlantique) some 1,012 km away. Its classic
section, the ‘Jardin de la France’ stretches from Orléans
to Angers, with dozens of fine châteaux lining up along
its banks. At its western end, Angers is a fine city and
home to a stunning château, one of the Loire’s finest,
overlooking the river, and housing the awe inspiring
14th century Apocalypse tapestry.         

To the west in the Medoc, lie arguably France’s greatest
vineyards, stretching along the banks of the Garonne.
There are no fewer than 1,500 vineyards here, including
Mouton Rothschild, Latour, Margaux and countless other
premier league châteaux. The vineyards’ close proximity
to the Garonne is no accident, providing an ideal trade
route with Great Britain - and so our love affair with
claret began. 

Further south, the vast Pont d’Arc towers above the
Ardèche – this is surely one of the best spots in Europe
for canoeing. In this region of superlatives, the nearby
Caverne du Pont d’Arc, a UNESCO world heritage site,
is the oldest known painted cave in the world. The cave
is closed to the public but it’s now possible to visit a
superb replica (one of the world’s largest replica caves)
just a few miles from the original cave. This state-of-
the-art attraction houses over 1,000 painstakingly
prepared paintings. 

The gorges of the River Loup, although undeniably
less well-known than those of the Ardèche or Verdon,
are well worth discovery. Just 30 minutes from the
Riviera’s sunny beaches, much of the Loup is made

Rivers of France
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up of cascading waterfalls and deep pools of crystal 
clear water – perfect for cooling off under the
Mediterranean sun. The origin of its name is not fully
documented – a ‘loup’ is a wolf, but in Provence may
also be a bass and, given the voracity of this fish, this
may be the more likely origin.    

And lastly – the Seine. Still an important commercial
waterway, with great barges meandering through the
heart of the city, the Seine has captured the imagination
of poets, philosophers, artists and tourists. The banks
of the Seine are delightful spots to stroll, cycle or even
sunbathe. You can browse the booksellers’ stands on
the Quai du Louvre, relax in one of the beautifully
tended gardens or enjoy a classic tour of Paris on
a bâteau mouche. 
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Rivers of France
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1.   The banks of the Seine in Paris have been classified 
      as a UNESCO world heritage site, and, in summer 
      months, are transformed into Paris-Plage, complete 
      with tons of sand and full-size palm trees. Paris also 
      boasts no less than 37 bridges traversing the Seine. 

2.   No less than 24 rivers in France exceed 300km
      – compared with just 2 in the UK. The Loire and the 
      Seine are well known, but less obvious are the
      Marne (514km) or Doubs (453km).

3.   66 of France’s 95 départements are named after 
      rivers. These include such well-known names as 
      Dordogne, Gironde and Vendée.  

4.   France’s shortest river is the Thiou. Just 3.5km
      long, it passes through the picture postcard town
      of Annecy, and is also one of the country’s
      cleanest rivers.  

5.   The Dordogne is one of the few rivers of Europe
      with a tidal bore (known locally as a ‘mascaret‘).

6.   The Rhine, although often not thought of as a
      French river, forms the border between France
      and Germany, from Basel as far as the River Lauter, 
      north of Strasbourg.

7.   There are 2 French words for river. A ‘fleuve’ is a 
      substantial river flowing to the sea. France has 4 of 
      these – the Seine, the Loire, the Garonne and the 
      Rhône (there’s also the Rhine, although only 182 of 
      its 1,320km pass though France). All other rivers 
      (rivières) either flow into other rivers, or into fleuves!

8.   France is one of Europe’s top choices for river 
      adventure sports – the Hautes-Alpes and Alpes de 
      Haute Provence are home to such rivers as the 
      Durance, Ubaye and Guil – all perfect for rafting, 
      white water kayaking and canyoning. 

9.   Fishing remains the UK’s most popular sport
      – and there are some really great opportunities for 
      anglers to indulge in their hobby in France. The 
      Touraine region of the Loire alone boasts no less 
      than 50 species of fish – but you will need a permit 
      (carte de pêche).     

10. Although the Loire is France’s longest river, it is, 
      however, only the 171st longest river in the world.

The bluffer’s guide to the rivers of France
10 facts that you (possibly!) didn’t know 
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Les Pinèdes is located 7 km. inland, at the
centre of the Côte d’Azur, yet far enough
away to be a peaceful retreat at the
end of a busy day. Run by the third
generation of family owners, the site
is terraced on a wooded hillside where
olives and vines used to grow. Close
by are typical Provençal villages and

Grasse, Monaco and Antibes.

Camping Les Pinèdes
Côte d’Azur, Alpes-Maritime
Tel +33 493 32 98 94  www.lespinedes.com

This is a spacious, welcoming site, ideal
if you really want to get away from it all,
quietly tucked away in the hills above
Vallon Pont d’Arc. Situated 2 km north
of the village of Lagorce and arranged
over flat grassy terraces with views
to the hills beyond, across the infinity
pool and sunbathing area.

Domaine de Chadeyron
Vallon Pont d’Arc, Ardèche
Tel +33 475 88 04 81  www.campingdechadeyron.com

This is a rural idyll near Angers with 125
very large touring pitches amid pleasant
countryside. The River Aubance runs
through the site (well fenced) and
there are two fishing lakes. The site
has its own vineyard and the adjacent
Parc de Loisirs is a paradise for
youngsters (boating, pedaloes, pony

rides, miniature train, water slide). 

Domaine de l’Etang
Brissac-Quince, Maine-et-Loire
Tel +33 241 91 70 61  www.campingetang.com
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This family-run site with spacious pitches
is beautifully situated in the Céou Valley,
close to Sarlat in the Périgord. The
charming old farmhouse is the centre
with swimming, fishing and canoeing
in the river. Castles at Castelnaud
and Beynac are on the doorstep,
with mediaeval Domme, underground

caves and canoeing trips all nearby.

Camping Maisonneuve
Castelnaud, Dordogne
Tel +33 553 29 51 29  www.campingmaisonneuve.com

A welcoming site situated beside the
River Lot and within walking distance of
the historic village of Saint Cirq-Lapopie
– perched on a cliff 100m above the
river, it is designated one of France’s
most beautiful villages. A great base
for an active holiday with many
organised activities available locally

and Cahors nearby. 

Camping de la Plage
Saint Cirq-Lapopie, Lot
Tel +33 565 30 29 51  www.campingplage.com

Alan Rogers Rallies
Each year we organise successful rallies throughout
Europe for a variety of clubs and groups.

Let Alan Rogers take the stress out of organising
your rally and take advantage of our expertise.

• Expert advice
• Hassle-free
• Superb prices
• Tailor-made itineraries

Call Catherine or Lynn

01580 214070
Discuss your ideas and requirements

More details online alanrogers.com
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For the Alan Rogers campsite

assessors, summer is spent

travelling Europe to ensure the

campsites featured in our

guides are up to scratch.

It’s both demanding and

rewarding, and brings its fair

share of adventures.

A change of

lifestyle

Assessing assessors
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How did you get into touring?
When younger we did a bit of European touring with the
Triumph (Motorcycle) Owners Club. On one memorable
tour we took 18 motorbikes and 26 people to Le Verdoyer
when Floris’s dad was in charge! However, the tent got
waterlogged once too often so about 15 years ago, as
an ageing hippy and a hairy biker, we turned to a camper
for future tours. This was how we discovered that the
Alan Rogers guides were the most accurate and informative
guides by a long way. We have used them ever since.

How did you come to be working abroad?
In 2006 we stumbled across an ad for reps to work for
Belle France walking & cycling holidays, and rashly applied.
As both our jobs were about to change dramatically, we
decided we were overdue a ‘gap’ year and accepted the
job when it was offered. We enjoyed a fabulous (if a bit wet)
summer in the Loire ferrying luggage, and sometimes tired
clients and their bicycles, between chateaux and hotels.  

We catch up with Ian and Linda Willox,
Alan Rogers inspectors, and find

out a little about them.
In the ‘real’ world Linda spent 17 years as an Administration

Manager for Barclays Bank and then as a freelance
Management Accountant. Ian was a Mercedes technician for
many years and now does freelance Property Maintenance.

Ian hails from Epsom, Surrey while Linda grew up in
London’s Camden Town - before it became fashionable!

Ian & Linda Willox
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How did you get involved with Alan Rogers?
A couple of years later a similar ad in an Alan Rogers
publication prompted us to apply for the role of Campsite
Inspectors. Having been accepted we went along to our
first all-day meeting and training session. The training was
basic but informative, and many experienced inspectors
were able give us lots of helpful advice. We came away
with lots of notes, a very large box of paperwork and our
polo shirts ready to set off a few weeks later on our first
mission! We were very nervous and can still remember the
very first site we went to, but after we had a few under our
belts we got into the swing of it and thoroughly enjoyed our
first trip, despite some long evenings typing up the reports.

We had never been to the Rhone Alps before, and
discovered places that we might never have got to see
otherwise. Over the years we have visited most of the
eastern side of France and love the distinct character of
each region.

What’s the secret of your success in this job?
Teamwork and flexibility are key. But meticulous planning
is essential, if only to see it all unravel when confronted
by carnivals, fetes, cycle races and the infamous French
diversion! Even the simple task of going shopping is not
necessarily straightforward when you find that the circus
has pulled into the supermarket car park apparently to
exercise some of the animals, and you find yourself
parked between two camels and an elephant!

Over the last couple of years we have worked on the
Alan Rogers stand at the camping & caravan exhibitions
at the NEC. Always a hectic and busy week, it is also
a very enjoyable event. Even with our relatively limited
knowledge, we are constantly asked for advice on
touring abroad. We enjoy sharing our experience and
helping people get started.

How do you fill any spare time you have?
When we are not on duty for Alan Rogers, we both still
work on a freelance basis. Ian spends some of his time
marshalling at motor racing events, mainly at Goodwood.
I tag along if I think it will be interesting (Wings & Wheels
at Dunsfold is particularly good). I have always had a soft
spot for classic sports cars and have owned, in the past,
an Austin Healey Sprite, a Triumph Spitfire and a 1973
Mercedes SL. At the moment my toy is a Mercedes SLK.   

Our last big winter trip was to Morocco over Xmas and
New Year 2013/14, an escorted tour for a limited number
of motorhomes. For a tour like that it was essential to
have a good local guide and we recommend
it to anyone.

Assessing assessors

Flag duty - Marshalling Visit to Mer
cier Champa

gne

My lat
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An impressive campsite near Béziers
which has developed a reputation as
a serious wine centre with its own
vineyard and winery producing
13 different wines and 700,000 litres
each year. Enjoy a great restaurant,
large shady pitches and fantastic
pool complex, topped off by a long

stretch of beautiful sand (500 m). 

Domaine la Yole
Valras-Plage, Languedoc-Roussillon
Tel +33 467 37 33 87  www.campinglayole.com

Spotlight On

Wines of Languedoc
The Languedoc region sprawls around the western Mediterranean coastline, stretching from the
Pyrenees to Provence. It’s a land of sunshine and rolling hills – a perfect start for producing excellent
wines. Add to this an inherent tradition of wine making stemming back to the early Greeks in the
5th century BC, and you can see why this is home to some of France’s most quaffable wines.

Indeed, as many a pub quiz aficionado will tell you, this is the world’s single largest wine producing
region, responsible for upwards of 30% of France’s entire production. However in recent years the
old mass production has given way to modern wineries producing quality wines with the latest
technology and know-how. Gutsy reds are still dominant, such as Banyuls, Corbières, Minervois
and Saint-Chinian, with  increasingly delicate whites and a variety of sweet and fortified dessert
wines. But the wine lover will discover a fresh take on old standards, and certainly a bottle or
two to accompany some memorable holiday meals.
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For many, a holiday is not a holiday unless a beach is

involved. And none more so than camping holidays.

The archetypal sun, sea and sand holiday is, for some,

the ideal; for others it’s dramatic, blustery seascapes

and clattering pebble beaches; yet others prefer

secluded little coves and enticing rocky inlets. And let’s

not forget the special magic of a shimmering lake beach.

Life’s 
a beach
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Many campsites around Europe enjoy enviable positions
beside or close to fantastic beaches. The closer the proximity,
the more convenient of course, and that can be an important
consideration when transporting a mountain of beach kit and
toys from a parked car. Some campsites offer a shuttle service

to the beach and this can be a god-send (often high season
only – so best to check this). You may want to weigh up the

appeal of a beach offering cafes, ice cream vendors and water
sports, versus a quieter, less frenetic alternative. All you need

do then is look forward to the sand between your toes. 
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Why the beach...?

The lure of the coast, and the beach in particular, is a
strong holiday motivation. But it was not always thus.
In the UK it was not until the advent of the train in the late
19th century that the masses began to enjoy the benefits
of a seaside holiday, fuelling growth of long piers. Later,
from the 1920s, glamour became part of the mix, with the
south of France attracting the likes of Hemingway and
Picasso, and later Bardot and other starlets, earning itself
a reputation as a playground for the rich and famous.
An hotel was encouraged to stay open all summer
and the Cote d’Azur has never looked back. 

Elsewhere venerable fashionable resorts are still going
strong (Biarritz and La Baule are both grandes dames
of the French seaside holiday); sandy expanses in the
West Country are perennial favourites; the blustery
Scandinavian beaches are atmospheric and unspoilt;
and the vast sandy beaches of the Spanish Costas
offer a special magic.

Life’s a Beach

Finding the right beach campsite

Countless campsites across Europe can be classed as
‘seaside’ campsites, but there are things to consider.
As a rule of thumb, the closer to the actual beach, the
smaller the pitches.  Indeed you may often find a
difference north-south, with pitches in the south of
France and parts of Italy being smaller than their
northern counterparts. Of course beach-side campsites
often will charge a premium and perhaps this is worth
paying if you like the idea of not having to drive
(and find parking) every trip to the beach.   

When it comes to the definition of a good beach, it’s
a case of each to their own. Cleanliness is a common
factor though and one benchmark is the Blue Flag
scheme, offering some degree of guarantee. Awarded
annually to over 3,450 beaches and marinas in over
40 countries, a beach has to comply with 32 criteria
covering environmental education and information,
water quality, environmental management, safety
and services.
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Bois Soleil Charente-Maritime
Set right on the beach, halfway down the French Atlantic coast, this is
a wonderful family campsite. Bois Soleil will enchant you with its direct
access to a 3 km long sandy beach, gently shelving and perfect for
youngsters. There’s an attractive pool with plenty of space for relaxing
as well as a hammam for when you need to revitalise.

There’s always plenty on offer for energetic children: sports activities,
evening entertainment in July/August and an ever-popular children’s club
where making new friends is easy. Off-site there are delightful trails through
the adjacent protected forests and cycle paths wind their way round the
coast, offering views at every turn. Pictureque St Georges-de-Didonne lies
just 2 km away, with it colourful market, shops and restaurants.

Spacious pitches (with water, electricity, drainage)

Mobile homes and studios to rent

2 Ave de Suzac, 17110 Saint-Georges-de-Didonne
Charente-Maritime

Tel +33 546 05 05 94 www.bois-soleil.com
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An attractive, tidy site just 300 metres
from a long, wide, sandy beach, this is

ideal for a wonderful ‘bucket-and-spade’
holiday. It’s well laid out with 109 level,
grassy pitches and is ideally located
for visiting Caen, Bayeux and the

traditional seaside towns of Deauville
and Trouville. The D Day beaches

are within easy reach.

Camping Les Peupliers
Calvados, Normandy
Tel +33 686 18 83 40  www.camping-peupliers.com

Situated on the Le Croisic peninsula, an
attractive part of the Brittany coastline near

La Baule, and just 150 metres from the
white sandy beach this is a lovely spot
for a family seaside holiday. The de
Villairs family offer 400 level pitches,

a good range of facilities including
restaurant, bar and pool complex and

there’s plenty for children of all ages.

Camping L’Océan
Le Croisic, Loire-Atlantique
Tel +33 240 23 07 69  www.camping-ocean.com

Located in a wonderful position on the
Basque coast, this is a neat and tidy site

just 10 km from the Pyrenees, 20 km
from Spain and a five minute drive from
Biarritz. The rolling waves and sandy
beach lie just 1 km away. The site is

well equipped with an excellent pool
complex, 270 level pitches and plent

on offer for all the family.  

Sunelia Berrua
Bidart, Aquitaine
Tel +33 559 54 96 66  www.berrua.com 
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Set just 100 metres from the fine sandy
beaches at the end of the almost sub-

tropical Quiberon peninsula south of
Carnac, this is an enviable location.
It’s a well maintained campsite with
mature hedges and colourful shrubs

giving welcome shade and privacy.
There are excellent sports facilities

and activities for the children. 

Camping Do Mi Si La Mi
Quiberon, Brittany 
Tel +33 297 50 22 52  www.domisilami.com

Near the pretty holiday town of Selsey,
Warner Farm is a top quality touring park

with over 50 years experience of offering
wonderful family holidays. As a member
of Bunn Holiday Villages, guests have
access to facilities (eg indoor pools,

funfair, kids clubs, entertainments) at
other neighbouring Villages nearby. 

Warner Farm Touring Park
Chichester, West Sussex
Tel 01243 604499  www.warnerfarm.co.uk

A well established site close to the bustling
Vendée resort of Les Sables d’Olonne

and just 3 km from the sandy beach.
This is a very well equipped site, based
around an impressive pool complex
with a large covered pool and separate

outdoor pool, both with water slides,
and sauna, lazy river, spa bath and

a fully equipped gym. 

Camping Le Bel Air
Le Château-d’Olonne, Vendée
Tel +33 251 22 09 67  www.campingdubelair.com
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LeadingCampings

(advertisement feature)

LeadingCampings is an association of independent

campsites, set apart by their specially trained staff,

excellent facilities and diverse range of sports and

leisure activities. If you’re looking for a camping

experience that’s something beyond the ordinary,

these sites could be just what you need.

Camping
with a difference
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Accommodation
For many, combining the freedom of camping with the
services of high-class hotels is true outdoor wellness
– a boost for the body and mind in the countryside.
The LeadingCampings sites offer their guests exceptional
wellness areas, as well as first-class sports facilities to
enjoy. Some locations even have golf courses on-site.

LeadingCampings accommodation puts the emphasis
on comfort. Not only are there pitches for your tent,
caravan or motorhome, there are also glamping options
from luxurious colonial-style safari tents through to fancy
tree houses, romantic wooden eco-chalets and typical
regional-style stone bungalows.

By offering such a wide variety, the LeadingCampings
campsites can deliver the freedom and independence
that families expect from a camping holiday, without
compromising on luxury. Stay in a safari tent at Barco
Reale in Tuscany or explore Zaton in Croatia from a
three-star apartment. If you prefer to camp the traditional
way, in a tent or caravan, there are of course plenty of
well-equipped pitches to make your stay comfortable. 

As a free association of premium independent

locations from nine European countries,

LeadingCampings unites 40 five-star campsites

that are dedicated to providing exceptional

services and facilities. From small sites

offering traditional camping to large holiday

villages, every site in the group can guarantee

an outstanding holiday.
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LeadingCampings

(advertisement feature)

Campsites with character
Each of the LeadingCampings sites is independently
owned and managed, meaning that no two are the same.
The association takes pride in the fact that it is not a
franchise, and every campsite offers something exceptional
to its guests. Camping Wulfener Hals, for example, is
situated directly on Germany’s hottest surf spot, attracting
water sports enthusiasts from all over Europe. Why not
grab your board and get involved?

For those looking for a relaxing retreat, Alpencamping in
Austria is a relatively small site with a particular focus on
wellness. Set against the breath-taking backdrop of the
Alps, visitors will enjoy the various hiking routes through
the Nenzinger Himmel nature reserve followed by a dip in
the pool or a sauna at the end of the day. For something

more lively, try Playa Montroig in the Costa Dorada.
This energetic site offers many activities for children and
buzzing night time entertainment, and the surrounding
area has a multitude of cultural interests from Roman
amphitheatres to the works of Dalí and Picasso.

To ensure each and every campsite offers its visitors the
very best quality, they are regularly inspected by ‘mystery
guests’. These specially trained inspectors confirm that
the sites continue to meet the high expectations of their
guests, guaranteeing every genuine visitor an extra special
stay. The group also offers annual training for campsite
employees to ensure they deliver the best possible
service all year round.
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Fine food
Enjoying local produce has become a significant part
of the camping experience. Sampling the traditional
cuisine of the area is as important as exploring its towns,
discovering its landscapes and immersing yourself in its
culture. LeadingCampings takes care to select fresh
regional products for their on-site restaurants and snack
bars, transforming classic dishes into culinary delights.
If you’re self-catering, there are colourful markets to
investigate, which offer seasonal vegetables, meats
and wines for a delicious home-cooked meal.

The LeadingCard
LeadingCampings offers the chance to become a
Very Important Camper (VIC) and benefit from a range
of extras and attractive premiums. The card costs 10€
from any LeadingCampings site and enables you to collect
points that are valid for up to three years. Presenting your
LeadingCard can allow you to leave a site later than normal
or upgrade to a better pitch on arrival, should there be
one available. When a certain number of points has been
obtained, you can exchange them for special premiums
on your next trip to a member site.

As a LeadingCard holder, you can also take advantage
of some great campsites in the United States. Present
your LeadingCard at any BestParks locations and
benefit from similar privileges as those you receive
at LeadingCampings sites.

Find out more about LeadingCampings

destinations and the LeadingCard at

www.leadingcampings.com or

e-mail info@leadingcampings.com. 
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Campsites are all about being in the open air, enjoying wonderful
natural surroundings. And, of course, time spent on a campsite lends
itself to outdoor activities of all sorts, from ‘conventional’ sports like

tennis, to activities often more associated with a holiday, such as
kayaking or rafting, through to outward bound pursuits like

orienteering and more specialist activities like sand yachting.

great outdoors
The call of the
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Recognising this, campsites have evolved hugely in recent years, investing in new sporting
facilities, developing new services and attracting new activity-minded holiday makers. You may
be fancying a little cycling to explore the local area, or perhaps you’re looking forward to trying
your hand at windsurfing. Equally, you might be planning to face the challenge of a white water
stretch of the Ardeche, bouncing around in an inflatable raft. Either way, there are campsites out
there where you can do all this, and all in the great outdoors.

Some campsites find themselves in the happy situation of having natural facilities on their
doorstep. The Alps are effectively a natural playground not far from Camping Gervanne in
Mirabel-et-Blacons, ideal for exploring the Vercors National Park. If cycling is your thing,
consider Relais du Leman in Haute-Savoie – you can cycle to Lake Geneva in just 800 metres
and onwards on the Voie Verte cycle route.
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Choosing campsites for outdoor activities

The quality of sporting activities offered by campsites
is often remarkable but it’s clear that it is no longer
enough for a well-run campsite to offer the bare
minimum – proper investment, modern infrastructure,
quality equipment and qualified professional
supervision are all essential.

Some campsites offer a wide range of quality activities,
aiming for broad appeal to all age groups and interests.
This kind of campsite can be a great idea for families
with different ages to cater for. Such campsites may offer
a full menu of outdoor activities including quad biking,
aerial zip wires, tree top adventure trails, mountain
biking, archery, paintballing and sea kayaking.

The Great Outdoors
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A specific speciality

Other campsites may find themselves in a particular
location, or with staff qualified in certain activities and
so can major on a single specific activity. Camping
Jungfrau in Switzerland offers excellent climbing
activities, while Camping Seiser Alm in the Italian
Dolomites and Gen Nevis Caravan and Camping Park
in Scotland have set out their stall as specialist centres
for mountain pursuits. Stowford Farm Meadows in Devon
has its own stables and offers riding for all levels.

Local topography can influence things too. Some
campsites in the Landes region of south-west France,

famous for its huge lakes and stiff winds, offer specialist
windsurfing courses and well equipped centres ideal
for all levels. Similarly, in Holland many waterside
campsites have invested in facilities such club houses,
training centres and moorings, designed to attract
sailing campers who can stay and enjoy full use of their
boats while on holiday. And certainly, any holiday in the
Dordogne is not complete without some kind of canoe
trip downstream past fabulous castles, with a picnic
lunch on a remote river bank and complete with
organised transport back to the campsite.
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A wonderfully serene Castel site set
around an old Charentais farmhouse

amid a vast estate in the rolling Périgord
Vert countryside. The converted barn
houses a restaurant, there’s a heated
pool and a river for canoe hire and a

sandy beach. It’s a lovely rural setting
with large pitches, woodland walks

and plenty of space.

Castel Camping les Gorges
du Chambon Montbron, Charente
Tel +33 545 70 71 70  www.camping-gorgesduchambon.com

An open-all-year site right in the heart
of the Basque country. Centred around

a large fishing and swimming lake with
spacious sandy beach, there’s also
a pool (covered in low season),
excellent bar/restaurant and good

sized pitches. Nearby are the sandy
beach (3 km) and Saint Jean-de-Luz

(bus stop 200 m. from the site). 

Camping Larrouleta
Urrugne, Aquitaine
Tel +33 559 47 37 84  www.larrouleta.com

A campsite idyllically situated between
Geneva and Thonon-les-Bains in tranquil

parkland, with Lake Geneva just 800
metres away and reachable on the
Voie Verte cycle route. This is a quiet
site in a natural setting, but within easy

reach of castles, medieval villages
and water-based activities, as well

as stunning alpine scenery. 

Camping Relais du Leman
Messery, Haute-Savoie
Tel +33 450 94 71 11  www.campingrelaisduleman.com
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This attractive riverside site sits within a
landscape of pretty villages, vineyards

and fields of lavender, and sunflowers.
Owned by a friendly family since 1965,
there’s a lovely pool area as well as a
river beach and the good sized pitches

offer some shade with mature trees.
It’s a comfortable base for exploring

the historic Vercors National Park.

Gervanne Camping
Mirabel-et-Blacons, Rhone-Alpes
Tel +33 475 40 00 20  www.gervanne-camping.com

On the move?
Take your guides
You’ll find them here...

FREE Alan Rogers Publications app
- digital editions of all our latest guides

plus all issues of Destinations magazine

alanrogers.com/digital
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As we emerge from the gloom of winter,

we have been investigating some colourful

ideas to get you in the mood for getting

out and about this spring.

bagIn
 th

e

Lifeventure TiV Vacuum Flask
Made from high quality stainless steel with a durable
lacquered finish, these colourful mugs have a
double-walled construction and a pressure-release
valve to prevent leaks. In the top section you can
even store a teabag, sachet or a cheeky biscuit.

£12.99-19.99 www.lifeventure.com

LittleLife ActionPaks

These Hi-Vis daysacks are made from easy-to-spot
fabric with decorative reflective prints for big impact.
They feature a padded grab handle, ideal when
helping your little one learn to cycle or if providing
parental control when beside busy roads. 

£17.99 (Toddler) | £19.99 (Kids)
www.littlelife.com 

LittleLife Gruffalo Toddler Daysacks
For the youngest monster hunters everywhere...
Made from super-soft fabric these fun packs have
an adjustable chest strap to keep them in place
on little shoulders. The toddler version comes with
detatchable safety rein and Safety iD straps for
your contact details.

£24.99 www.littlelife.com
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Coleman FastPitch Air Valdes
New, funky and fun... Coleman’s first ever inflatable
tent is a little bit special. With easy access valves,
sturdy TPU inflatable poles, encapsulated in a
PE shell, this is a strong, stable piece of kit.
The patented Hinged Door and Blackout Bedrooms
(block out 99% of daylight for better sleep AND
means cooler by day and warmer by night).

£849.99 www.coleman.eu/uk

Kozi Kidz Varberg Jacket
With soft, stretchy fabric and a fleece lining, these
Swedish designed jackets are guaranteed 100%
waterproof with welded seams and YKK zips.
For added protection at night, they also carry
reflective disks on sleeves and the rear.

£39.50 www.kozikidz.com
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Two legs good, 
two wheels good

It’s all part of the enduring appeal of camping: a relaxed way

of life, lungfuls of clear, fresh air and beautiful countryside to

explore. Among the most popular activities while camping are

walking and cycling. Not surprising when so many campsites

are rurally located, set amid glorious scenery with routes

often starting at the campsite gates.
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Many campsites offer a cycle hire service, as well as suggested routes and maps for

hikers and bikers alike. Bikes loaded on the back of the ‘van or roof of the car are a

familiar sight on the motorways of Europe during summer months. With bikes and

boots on board, there’s always somewhere to go. All the family can get involved,

from collecting the morning bread to scouting out some sublime vistas. 

One thing that is constant is the sense of quiet satisfaction that follows an excursion,

however challenging, whether on wheels or foot. After a leisurely ramble or a hard

morning’s pedal pushing, you return tired but having enjoyed new perspectives,

and with a small sense of accomplishment. 
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How did you get into touring?

Taking bikes and a decent pair of walking boots on a
camping holiday will never be a bad idea. Even if you do
not consider yourself a ‘proper’ walker you never know
when you will be confronted by a once-in-a-lifetime
spectacular view that just cannot be ignored and yet
which requires a bit of legwork to get to. Equally, you
might come across an amazing bike trail, leading
through superb scenery and crying out to be followed. 

Many campsites, if not most, are set amid countryside
of some description. If you are planning some biking or
hiking, a little desk research pays dividends. Check for
local way marked trails – ideally allowing departure
from the campsite’s own gates; perhaps one of
France’s famous long distance footpaths, the Grandes
Randonnees, passes nearby (if so, it’s an indication
you are assured something special). 

On the continent, cyclists are generally held in great
respect by drivers, making it a pleasurable experience.
Serious cyclists will pay attention to local gradients and
will expect to cycle great, and often arduous, distances.
For youngsters, having a bike gives a wonderful freedom
on the campsite – a safe environment and a great way
to make friends. 

Walking & Cycling
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Up close and personal

Whether on foot or bike, you can get closer to your immediate surroundings.

You can stop and pause whenever you like. The landscape is not flashing by and

you can investigate that little hilltop village or detour to explore the colourful

market you didn’t realise was being held. And as you travel, you’ll hear the tolling

of the ancient church bell, you’ll smell the aroma of ripe strawberries wafting from

the fields as you pass, you’ll see the kingfisher darting along the shady stream. 

Some campsites are well located close to top flight attractions or chateaux

(think Chenonceau, Cheverny and Saumur for starters). And of course being able

to walk  from the campsite in to the town or village for dinner is a real bonus

– no need to book a taxi home!
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Located in a quiet village a short drive
from the Vendée’s famous endless sandy

beaches, this is a mature site with
attractive pool, water slide and good
facilities. Nearby St Gilles offers many
restaurants and shops. Local cycle

trails are useful while further inland, the
Puy du Fou is a world class attraction

with its spectacular son et lumière.

Le Parc de la Grève
L’Aigillon-sur-Vie, Vendée
Tel +33 251 22 85 90  www.leparcdelagreve.com

Set amongst grape vines and fir trees,
Camping l’Océan is only 600 metres from

a beautiful sandy beach, while the village
shops and restaurants are a walk away.
You’ll find good sized pitches, plenty
of activities and nearby Saint Gilles

Croix-de-Vie has quayside restaurants
and a thriving marina. Fashionable les

Sables d’Olonne is just to the south. 

Camping l’Océan
Brem-sur-Mer, Vendée
Tel +33 251 90 59 16  www.campingdelocean.fr

This is a natural campsite with excellent
facilities set in a small valley deep in

the countryside inland from Genova.
Pitches are huge and grassy and
there is a real sense of space and
freedom amidst an unspoilt setting

with colourful birdlife, deer, frogs
and fireflies. The on-site trattoria

serves wonderful local specialities.

Camping Tenuta Squaneto
Spigno Monferrato, Piedmont
Tel +39 144 91 862  www.tenutasquaneto.it
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...holiday
inspiration...
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The UK’s market leading independent

guides to the best campsites

Also available on iPad alanrogers.com/digital

Been to any good
campsites lately?
We have
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